INSTRUCTIONS TO THE VOTER
TO VOTE YOU MUST BLACKEN THE OVAL (●) COMPLETELY! DO NOT MAKE AN X OR ✓.
IF YOU SPOIL YOUR BALLOT, DO NOT ERASE, BUT ASK FOR A NEW BALLOT.

FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
(Vote for One)

- JAMES PAUL BERETTA
- JOSEPH F. BREAUT
- RANDY BRINSON
- MO BROOKS
- DOM GENTILE
- MARY MAXWELL
- ROY S. MOORE
- BRYAN PEEPLES
- TRIP PITTMAN
- LUTHER STRANGE

REFERENDUM
VOLUNTEER FIRE DISTRICT TAX ELECTION
Do you favor the local law authorizing the levy of a fire protection fee of seventy-five dollars ($75) per year on each residence and one hundred fifty dollars ($150) on each commercial business, which shall be used to fund fire protection within the Union Volunteer Fire and Rescue District in Tallapoosa County?

- YES
- NO

This Referendum will not appear on all Ballots